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Address Trarydfönster 
Svenska Fönster AB 
Edsbyn noch Ljungby,

Country Sweden

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Traryd Optimal is the best window we have ever produced. Externally, it is completely lined with mattlackerat aluminium whose surface is as stylish as
our modern wooden Windows. The glass is 3-glass insulating glass unit and the window has a U-value of 1.2 by default. Traryd Optimum is available
as vridfönster, Sideswing, side and överkantshängda, fixed Windows and window doors. Aluminiumbeklädda Windows and window doors fit extra
good if you live on the coast or in other demanding environment.

The doors are made of solid pine and reinforced with aluminum sheet to be extra safe and durable. Furthermore, they have an insulating filling which
makes them very energy efficient. Traryd Exterior doors are available in several colors and designs and are available as both single door and double
door. You can also choose if you want glass in door, window, door, side or light. All for you to get a front door that gives the welcoming feeling you want
and give your guests.

Company Profile of Trarydfönster

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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